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ABSTRACT:

The fir>st par>t of the paper> discusses eU1'1'ent attitudes to
r>egulaticm and suggested ehanges, ineluding the r>elaticmship
bet1Jeen private anii publie tr>anspor>t opsmtlcm. The need for>
qualitative standa1'ds in the fom 0.( inter>state and inter>natitYnal
stani1ar>disatlcm of safety, envir>onmBntal and design r>egulation is
emphasised, but attention is also d1'Gb1n to the inadequaey 0.(
quantitative roeguZ.ation in a ~hanging ma:~ket.
The pr>obZem of r>egulaticm is the need to meet the diver>sity of
eonsumep8 roequi:,.emen1;s, the impo1""tanee of' east and .fLexibiLity to
the eommunity, and the opel'ator>8 needs f(l'P effieieney,
eompetiticm and r>e1Ja1'd. On the other> hand, the point is =de that
the Britlsh experiment in der>egulatlcm has had mi:<ed r>esuZts fo1" exampl.e, mope aompet'itive .rapes and se-ni-eB innovations,
ecmtr>asted ?Pith finaneial eollapses and the ?Pithd1'a1Jal of'
unp1'ofitabte but 80eiatty desi:,.,able se1'vioes. In an Aust1'atian
context, lUheroB del"egulation all'eady exists in Borne apeaB, lUl'the1"
del'egu7,ation might aZso be expected to have mixed T'e8Ul.ts ,f01"
diffsr>ent types 0.( opsmticm.
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INTRODUCTION
Because of the rapid escalation in public transport operating
deficits, incr'eased attention has been dir'ected towards private
operation of at least part of the public transport network, as a
potential avenue for' reduction of these deficits. As an example,
this option and some of the reasons for it were included in a' paper
presented by Brogan and Amos (1982) to the 1981 Trapsport Outlook
Conference"
At the same time, incr'easing attention is being directed to
the "Regulation vs Deregulation" debate (Aplin, 1981), although a
more appropriate view might be to think in terms of how appropriate
curr'ent regulatory attitudes are to bus operation (and I include
the full scope of private bus and coach operation in this) in the 1980s ..
It is notable that every discussion on the abilities or otherwise
of the private bus and coach industry to opeJ::'ate effectively and
efficiently in its chosen field takes into account operational and
flexibility, operational costs, staff/vehicle ratios and so on,
but often fails to consider the regulatory environment in which all this
to take place"
To emphasise the pervasive natUIe of regulation, I would mention
in anyone State our operations are controlled in some way by the
types of authority :
Education Department
Environment Protection Authority
Police Department
Direct Regulatory Authority, e .. g ..
in Victoria
Transport Regulation Board
in New South Wales Urban Transit Authority
Department of Motor Transport
Local Councils (until recently)
Roads Authority
Transport Ministry
This paper attempts to outline the current regulatory position,
in regulatory attitude aI'e needed to allow
industry to achieve its full potential in all
of ope;ration.

that changes
::~!r;,:~:'bus
and coach

It has been said (Hibbs, 1977) that Iegulation in. the public
ha"Sljolrt area is concerned with two aspects, "quality" and "quantity""

"Quality" relates generally to safety and vehicle design aspects,
applies equally to all operators, cIeating the environment
they operate. Included" ar'e such matters as :
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maintenance standards
road safety standards
environmental standazds
driver hours of operation
driver licence standards

vehicle chassis and body standards
weight and dimensional regulations
The private bus industry in its various forms has supported
regulation in this area, and when given the opportunity has provided
input to make such regulation more meaningful" However, we do have
problems when we are not consulted and, as a result, the forthcoming
regulations may be inconsistent between States, and the administration
inconsistent even within States"
Not only do drivers and buses operate interstate, but the
economic operation of Australia's relatively small bus market means
that buses, both new and second-hand, are sold between States;
used buses are progressively assigned to suit lighter operations
as they cascade down the age ladder"
These inconsistencies can be illustrated
Environment-Related Regulation

1

New South Wales has a requirement that buses not fitted with
approved diesel engines must be fitted with vertical exhausts"
This adds a significant cost to each vehicle so equipped, does nothing
to reduce pollution, but effectively sprays exhaust over a wide area ..
Such a fitting is not requir'ed in any other State"
Vehicle Body Standards
,
victorian Transport Regulation Board regulations as to body
standards are acknowledged to be the most stringent in Australia ..
As a result, Victorian operators are limited in their choice of chassis
for urban operation, and are committed to higher than need be capital.
costs as a result.. The matter becomes quite ludicrous when seating
standards are set which impor'ted luxury European coaches cannot meet"
Vehicle Weight and Dimension Standards
Whil.e we understand that road construction practices in Australia
are "different" from those overseas, the resulting Australian mass
and dimension r'egulations preclude the use of a wide variety of proven
foreign chassis which meet generally accepted world regulations. As a
result, we ar'e conunitted to high costs of modifying chassis to suit
these regulations and have limited opportunities of taking up
technological innovations appear'ing in overseas production"
The most concerning aspect of this problem is that even a vehicle
acceptable under Australian (NAASRA) regulations may not be acceptable
in a particular State
in one case, merely due to the position of the
engine in the chassis ..
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In summary, while we as an industry fully support regulation
in the "quality" a:l:'ea, we a:r:e concerned with :
the lack of consultation with ope:r:ators to make such
:r:'egulation practical and economic within the bounds
of adequate safety cont:r:ols.
the lack of consistent regulations as between States
in the "quality" a:r:ea, and even within States ..
the apparent inability to frame regulations which
a:r:'e consistent with inte:r:national vehicle engineering
practice"
These factors inc:r:ease ope:r:ational costs and ultimately the
cost to the passenger" By their natu:r:e, such regulations are nondisc:r:iminatory between operators, but the:r:'e can be (and have been)
problems due to different interpretations by different regulatory
personnel when the regulator is also an operato:r:, or when th:r:ough
constitutional accident interstate operators a:r:e able to avoid
(It is now a condition of membership of State Bus and
Associations that ope:r:'ators of interstate vehicles have the
inspected in the State of registration.,)
But, despite the problems, cu:r:rent "qualitative" regulation
effective" Without doubt, t:r:avel by bus is the safest fo:r:m of
passenger movement"
Occupant casualties per million occupant km
Victoria 1971

0,43

Light
Commercial

Trucks

0,45

0,,14

Buses

0,07

Moto:r:
Cycles
7,04

"Heavy Vehicle Safety", Australian Gove:r:nment Publishing
1977"

Monopoly or "franchise" opera·'cion of public transport has been
accepted approach since almost the beginning of public t:r:ansport
country.. Investment in railway development in Australia
to be beyond private investment resou:r:ces,and the la:r:ge public
irlv"s'tmen,t in over-expanded rail facilities was seen as requiring
protection against erosion of :r:evenue.. This approach was
extended to other forms of public passenge:r: transport; both
and privately ope:r:ated"
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The theoretical basis in the area with which I am concerned
seems to be that it is in the "public interest"
perhaps defined
as the maximum amount of conventional bus service as possible
pr'Ovided to an area for a given amount of money, with the emphasis
on quantity, not effectiveness of service, for a private operator to
have a monopoly or franchise for'the area" In return for this
monopoly, the operator is subject to timetable and fare control,
and is expected to cross-subsidise services within the area" By its
nature, this policy implies a degree of discrimination between
operators, ana usually favours existing operators and established
practice over newcomers and innovation"
In the bus industry, this approach developed in the 1930s
to reduce the "chaos", the uncontrolled competition between public
and private and also between private operators, that existed at that
time" Because there were few "qualitative" controls in place, there
was indeed an element of chaos" The consequen-ces of a "qualitative"
approach at that time, Le., setting common standards of operation
and letting competition sort out the result, is an interesting if
useless speculation"
It cannot be denied that the regulatory approach of the 19205
and 1930s did result in the development of services adequate and
appx'opriate to the operating environment up to the middle 1960s,
when the car competed with public transport for an increasingly
large par't of the population"
Secause the public transport market has changed and diversified,
it needs to be approached segment by segment to maximise the
effectiveness of operation" It is obvious that the 1930 approach to
quantitative regulation is no longer appropriate, and indeed for' some
years has had a negative effect on the supply of services, cost to the
consumer, and range of services offered" Specifically, the following
disadvantages have become apparent :
limitation in the total supply of public t:ransport"
limitation on innovation,
delay in introduction of services, and loss of markets"
commitment to inflexible fare policies, and
preoccupation with fare levels at the expense of type
and standard of service.
lack of administrative flexibility.
Not all these disadvantages apply to all facets of bus and
coach operation
that they do not is as much an accident of Section 92
as for any other reasqn ..
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The Consumer's Needs
Because many consumers have access to a car, they will
compare the public transport service offered with the alternative
of using their car for the particular trip planned" A public
transport service which compares favourably with commuter use of
the car' will not necessarily compare favourably when the consumer
is consider'ing a shopping or social outing,.
The consumer's first need is therefore flexibility of
service type.. This may involve a range of different equipment
large and small buses
and a range of operating practices
fixed route to demand-responsive"
Whatever the service provided, the consumer wants it
first, to be reliable.
second, to be convenient and quick,
third, to be clean.
and only fourth, will he or she consider its price.
The service should be easy to understand and use, which implies
that information needs to be easily available and clear, and pricing
policies are consistent across similar services"
The Community's Needs
Cormnunity needs in the urban transport area are often expr'essed
in phrases like "optimum allocation of resources", and "maintenance of
social service obligations", "public interest" and "reasonable
, none of which help us at alL More than anything else,
need precise expressions of these aims to reconcile on one hand
concern for cost of providing services, and on the other,
responsibility to maintain. services which have a social
objective, in the widest sense"
However, the relation of these concerns to each other will
over time, so the community requires operations flexible enough
re~pond to changing community needs,.
Provided operation is within this framework, the conununity
not concerned if it is served by big or small buses, with fixed or
r'outes, or by public or private operators"

The operator should be able to achieve efficient use of his
this is the way to minimise cost of oper'ation. The
needs to be assur'ed of security in employment of his assets,
the asset be his or her personal labour or capital
but
not to the extent that he or she is insulated from the spur
potential competition" Because the operator should be responsive
change in his operating environment, those to whom the operator
in turn responsible must also be responsive to his needs. The
should obtain some reward for entrepreneurial skill and effort.

n>SC)u:<ces
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It will be useful to tabulate the above discussion :
Consumer

co:rnmunity

Flexibility of
service
Reliability
Convenient, quick
(by compar'ison
with alternatives)
clean

Reconciliation of
community cost of
services, with
community benefit
Responsive to
changing community
needs

Operator
Security, but not
insulated from
competition
Responsive to change
Return on investment
and for entrepreneurial
skills

Reasonable cost
It is now fashionable to believe that the needs of the three
groups can best be reconciled through the free market mechanism,
and that given adequate qualitative controls the market mechanism
will ensure that just enough of an appropriate service will be
provided to a given market segment at the price the 'passengers in
that market will pay for the service"
Such a statement is totally simplistic and, because it assumes
entry and departure of operators until a balance is reached, gives
no consideration to the impact of such a policy on the reliability
of consistent operation of services provided" There are perhaps
areas where this is not of great concern. In the "shake out" of US
air operations, there were always alternative transport links
available, albeit less convenient" There is no such "safety net"
for urban and school bus operation"
The most recent and far reaching att~mpt to deregulate bus
operation has been the 1980 Transport Act in Britain. While it should
be remembered that the operating environment is very different from
Australian conditions, aims and results to date are of interest"
THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE

Aims of Deregulation
The aims of the 1980 Transport Act have been stated by the
Secretary of State for Transport (Department of Transport, UK, 1981)
as follows :
to find "new ways of meeting needs of vulnerable groups
within OU.I' society who rely on public transport""
to "ensure efficient public transport services".
to "achieve services tailored much more closely to demand""
to "achieve services and an industry which put the needs
of the user first""
to "obtain the best possible value for money from the
large subsidy to public transport""
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frequency at no extra cost"
Many small scale innovative services have been introduced
in rural ar'eas, in some cases to replace services withdrawn
because of less cross-subsidisation, but it is too early to assess
the effectiveness of this change"
It seems advisable to consider the BX'itish experience,
not in general terms, but by different market segments" Success
has not been univex'sal"
CONCLUSIONS
Fr'om the above discussion, perhaps the following conclusions
may be drawn

a)

bJ

c)

Deregulation can produce a more dyn.;uni.c oper'ating environment
at the risk of, on one hand, "fly-by-night" operation to
make a quick profit, and on the other, "compete to kill"
operation to establish a monopoly position" The passenger
is as likely to suffer the consequences as the operator ..
The results of deregulation in total are not consistent for
each type of operation, and thus implications for the
consumer are also not consistent" It is therefore important,
in considering a deregulation option, to relate the option
to opeI:'ations for different market segments,
Interstate services generally operate in a deregulated
environment but with problems of inconsistent qualitative
xegulations"

d)

In the area of urban operations::

1..

It is essential that non-specific expressions of
conununity policy be r'educed to specific "level of service"
standards,
CeI:'tainly these standards will change over
time, but we as opeiators will know what is expected
from us ..

i1..

with standards set, the means of operation become
less impo:rtant and more latitude can be given to the
operator in the methods he can employ in operation,
bearing in mind he has qualitative standards to meet"

iii,

In this envirorunent, supervision of the operator' will
be con~erned with ensur'ing he meets the specific
"level of seI:vice"
the "what" becomes more important
that the "how"" supervision is simplified and regulation
can become less pedantic and more flexible"
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"Deregulation" as a policy across the board in the road
passenger transpo:rt area will not achieve the desired
:results of a flexible and lively yet stable (from the
point of view of the passenge:r') operating envi:r'Onment
for all types of operation"
A deg:r'ee of deregulation is already present in Aust:ralia
in the charter, touring and express sections of the
industry.. In the urban area of operation the desired
results can be achieved in otheJ:' ways, with less disruption
for the passenger"
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